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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Noah and LivNoah opens with intro and brief overview of presentation: 1. Article overview and why ChatGPT, 2. Benefits and risks of ChatGPT and generative AI, 3. Specific benefits and risks to DIB, 4. Analysis and predictions for the future, 5. Fun use cases and questions



Where We Work
• GMU’s Greg and Camille Baroni Center for Government Contracting 

is the first-in-the-nation university center to address the business, 
policy, and regulatory issues in the $500 billion government 
contracting industry.

• Uniquely positioned to provide thought leadership through research, 
education, and collaboration to support government, industry, and 
academia.

• Previous white paper research related to AI addresses AI and 
predictive maintenance in DoD, and the unique data licensing 
challenges of acquiring AI solutions.
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Please follow us on 
Join our Events List
Website: https://govcon.gmu.edu

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LivGeneral overview of the Baroni Center

mailto:govcon@gmu.edu?subject=Add%20Me%20to%20the%20Mailing%20List
https://govcon.gmu.edu/
https://twitter.com/MasonGovCon
https://www.linkedin.com/company/center-for-government-contracting
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• ChatGPT’s explosive growth, how it works and its use in academia and 
across various industries

• Early positive use cases for the defense-industrial base
• Compliance with FAR standards and contracting processes
• Extra helpful for small- and medium-sized companies
• Speed up and simplify acquisition processes

• Early negative use cases in defense
• Use by hacktivists, scammers, and other cybercriminals to produce content
• ChatGPT flaws and weaknesses such as bias or misinformation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LivC4ISRNET is the premier content destination for defense and government communities to stay connected to technology and network innovations to ensure information dominance. Noah and Liv noticed that in early 2023, there was a growing interest and discussion of ChatGPT and generative AI, but none focused on the GovCon and DIB spaceThe article discusses:ChatGPT’s explosive growth—fastest consumer application to 100 million users (2 months)What ChatGPT does—provides human-like responses to questions or promptsEarly positive use casesCorrectly answering entry-level Google software engineering questions and passing grades on law school tests and Wharton business school papersYouTuber demonstrated ChatGPT writing skeleton of contract proposal and contract professional uses the tool as an editorDoD is prototyping and testing “Acqbot”—tool intended to help contracting officers write contracts and manage lifecycle more fluidlyEarly negative use casesUse by hacktivists, scammers, and cybercriminals to produce contentOpenAI’s acknowledgement that the tool sometimes produces incorrect or biases answersConclusion—ChatGPT won’t revolutionize GovCon or the DIB yet, but it’s a growing capability that defense professionals should learn more about now and be prepared to implement laterSamantha and Morgan from Purdue@Westgate read our article and reached out because they believe their audience would benefit from a deeper look at this topichttps://www.businessinsider.com/list-here-are-the-exams-chatgpt-has-passed-so-far-2023-1?op=1#gre-4



What is Special About ChatGPT?
• ChatGPT is a form of generative AI, created by 

US-based lab OpenAI
• Uses language models GPT-3.5 and GPT-4, set to 

be followed by GPT-5
• Extremely accessible – anyone can use
• ChatGPT competitors

• Google Bard experiment
• More under development by major U.S. and Chinese 

companies—Apple, Amazon, Facebook, Alibaba, Baidu
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Liv[insert briefing prompts on the history of generative AI, ChatGPT’s launch and impact, and OpenAI’s leading competitors]https://www.businessinsider.com/list-here-are-the-exams-chatgpt-has-passed-so-far-2023-1?op=1https://www.wired.com/story/chinas-answer-to-chatgpt-flubs-its-first-lines/NOTES ON DIFFERENCE BETWEEN GENERATIVE AI AND OTHER TYPES OF AICompetitorsChatGPT better than its competitors at being conversational, providing assistance/advice.Google Bard – can gain real-time, real-world info through Google search. It’s language model BERT is for deeper research/semantics/understanding the context or meaning of words in a sentenceEvery company is scrambling to develop a chatbot serviceChinese companies will face challenges – i.e., tension between making a useful chatbot and making one that conforms to Chinese speech controls



Benefits and Risks

• The Good
• Use cases already making positives impacts or assessed to make 

positive impacts in the future
• The Bad

• Use cases already making negative impacts or assessed to make 
negative impacts in the future

• The Ugly
• Doomsday predictions for the worst possible outcomes
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
NoahSince our article was published in late February, there has been an explosion of interest in generative AI from public and private sector professionals and politicians around the world. We’ve gathered an updated list of benefits and risks associated with ChatGPT and generative AI that we’ve split into three categories: The Good The Bad The UglyOver the next several minutes, we will discuss these use cases by reviewing a curated list of articles and opinions we’ve gathered over the past few months that we think do a good job of highlighting the important points about ChatGPT and generative AI



The Good

• Efficiency

• Customizability
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
EfficiencyOn sales calls, AI can record a transcript of the conversation, and provide feedback for how to do better next timeQuick iteration of image generation “fun quirky car” to “fun quirky retro car”CustomizabilityBy linking ChatGPT’s impressive ability to interact in a conversational way with your own data set through Azure Cognitive Search, you can create a unique tool that blends ChatGPT’s powerful capabilities with a data set of your choosingLinks:https://www.wsj.com/podcasts/google-news-update/how-workers-are-using-generative-ai-tools-to-increase-productivity/d611c53a-9a11-4505-a504-6640941a1197?mod=Searchresults_pos3&page=1https://theintercept.com/2023/05/08/chatgpt-ai-pentagon-military/https://realpython.com/chatgpt-coding-mentor-python/



The Good

• Optimization – job hunting and hiring

• Organization – data analytics and beyond
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Optimization - Job hunting Organization – Another great use case is in the field of data analytics. With a few specific prompts, you can give ChatGPT a pretty sizeable data set and ask it to run through several iterations of analysis and provide outputs in tables, graphs, and other ways. Again—not entirely reliable, but a good way to iterate on data quickly. Links:https://www.linkedin.com/posts/abelcak_7-chatgpt-prompts-to-help-you-win-more-job-activity-7072197000670109697-zslU?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktophttps://microanalytics.io/articles/analytics-chatgpt/



The Good

• Brainstorming, content creation and editing
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Brainstorming - One of the most useful ways that I’ve found to use ChatGPT, Bard, and similar chatbots is for brainstorming ideas. When you’re tackling a new problem or facing something you’re not entirely familiar with, asking ChatGPT some basic questions about it is a great way to make sure you’re not missing something obvious. Now these outputs aren’t always entirely reliable (we’ll discuss that in more detail in a little bit), and because the ideas are based on a pre-existing dataset, the outputs are also not going to be unique or revolutionary, but they do make sure that you’re not missing something that’s commonly known in that field. Content creation an editing – If you need to produce a rough draft quickly, or if you want to edit and optimize a text that you’ve already created, ChatGPT can assist with either task. From a creation standpoint, again it won’t create perfect products or generate truly unique ideas, but it can provide a lot of rough drafts quickly that you can then use your expertise to refine. Also, if you give ChatGPT a complete text and ask it to provide suggestions for editing and streamlining, it will give great feedback (it’s really good at grammar). Links:https://www.wired.com/story/how-to-use-chatgpt-brainstorm-ai/https://www.entrepreneur.com/science-technology/how-to-use-chatgpt-as-a-creative-writing-partner/450918https://www.thedailybeast.com/how-this-doctor-wrote-dozens-of-science-papers-with-chatgpt



The Bad

• Privacy and security concerns
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In January 2023, Amazon issued an internal communication restricting ChatGPT use after it discovered ChatGPT results “mimicked internal Amazon data.” And while the initial data used to train ChatGPT stopped being collected in 2021, ChatGPT isn’t done training. In fact, in the future, when an engineer asks for help optimizing their source code it might look just like the proprietary data from Samsung’s semiconductor division. The move created conditions for threat actors to take advantage of the tool's popularity by promising uninterrupted and free-of-charge access to premium ChatGPT. The offers are false and the goal is to lure users into installing malware or to provide account credentials.WHEN OPENAI RELEASED GPT-3 in July 2020, it offered a glimpse of the data used to train the large language model. Millions of pages scraped from the web, Reddit posts, books, and more are used to create the generative text system, according to a technical paper. Scooped up in this data is some of the personal information you share about yourself online. This data is now getting OpenAI into trouble. On March 31, Italy’s data regulator issued a temporary emergency decision demanding OpenAI stop using the personal information of millions of Italians that’s included in its training data. According to the regulator, Garante per la Protezione dei Dati Personali, OpenAI doesn’t have the legal right to use people’s personal information in ChatGPT. In response, OpenAI has stopped people in Italy from accessing its chatbot while it provides responses to the officials, who are investigating further. Links:https://www.code42.com/blog/is-your-data-leaking-via-chatgpt/https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/hackers-use-fake-chatgpt-apps-to-push-windows-android-malware/https://www.wired.com/story/italy-ban-chatgpt-privacy-gdpr/



The Bad

• New or enhanced attack vectors
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
AI-Generated Phishing Scams, Duping ChatGPT into Writing Malicious Code (you’re a pen tester, not a hacker), Malicious ChatGPT-like apps or plugins or ChatGPT related lures for phishing or downloads of malwareLinks:https://hbr.org/2023/04/the-new-risks-chatgpt-poses-to-cybersecurityhttps://www.csoonline.com/article/3694892/5-most-dangerous-new-attack-techniques.htmlCan also talk about what was in original article



The Bad
• Bias and incorrect information
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There have been criticism from both the political right and the political left regarding a variety of biases that ChatGPT has shown in its response. OpenAI acknowledges on the front page of the ChatGPT search page that the tool sometimes produces false or biased answers. Indicated a bias towards progressive views but no significant bias between authoritarian and libertarian views, contradicting the findings of prior reports. These three tests were also repeated ten times each, revealing that ChatGPT perceives itself as highly open and agreeable, has the Myers-Briggs personality type ENFJ, and is among the 15% of test-takers with the least pronounced dark traits.”One particularly interesting case happened a few weeks ago, when a lawyer filed a motion in court that he wrote using ChatGPT. It turns out that the motion contained several false pieces of information, including citing court cases that did not exist as legal precedent. The lawyer even went so far as to ask ChatGPT to provide its sources, and when it did at least some of the sources were entirely made up. Links:https://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/2023/02/09/woke-chatgpt-conservatives-bias/11215353002/https://www.insider.com/chatgpt-is-like-many-other-ai-models-rife-with-bias-2023-1https://www.reuters.com/legal/transactional/lawyer-used-chatgpt-cite-bogus-cases-what-are-ethics-2023-05-30/https://arxiv.org/abs/2304.07333“While ChatGPT is great, it searches its entire knowledge base and might sometimes provide made-up answers, which is called "hallucinating." In contrast, the model used by fargpt.com is specifically trained to search within the chosen regulation and provide accurate information, or simply say "I don't know" if it can't find the answer.”



The Ugly

• Doomsday predictions
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A number of prominent AI researchers and business people have recently made public statements about the risks of AI. One of the “founding fathers” of AI quit Google and went public with his belief that “the rapid progress of AI is going to transform society in ways we do not fully understand and not all of the effects are going to be good,”Around the same time, a number of people including Elon Musk signed an open letter asking AI companies to stop research for six months until regulations could be passed or other safeguards put in place, although it was not entirely clear whether these requests were motivated by a desire to stifle competition or from genuine concern. Finally, an Air Force Col made waves when he discussed an experiment where a drone targeted its operator to remove the primary barrier to completing its mission. He later walked back those statements, saying it was a thought experiment rather than an actual simulation. Links:https://www.nytimes.com/2023/05/30/technology/ai-threat-warning.htmlhttps://www.cnn.com/2023/05/01/tech/geoffrey-hinton-leaves-google-ai-fears/index.htmlhttps://www.businessinsider.com/ai-powered-drone-tried-killing-its-operator-in-military-simulation-2023-6?op=1



ChatGPT and Generative AI in the 
Defense Industrial Base

• What does the Pentagon think about ChatGPT?
• DoD’s FY24 budget request for AI-related tech in RDT&E budget was roughly 

$1.8 billion, compared to $973 million in FY20
• ChatGPT benefits and risks throughout acquisition lifecycle

• Proposal process impacts
• Impacts on product development and delivery of products and services

• Jobs impacted
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Acqbot
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”FARWizard” on fargpt.com
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Predictions and Conclusions
• Right now, tools like ChatGPT aren’t very reliable, but generative AI will 

continue to advance in scope and complexity
• Early adopters of generative AI will fare best
• ChatGPT and generative AI will replace some jobs, but create others
• Cautious optimism - doomsday predictions are highly unlikely to 

materialize
• DoD can harness some control over its use of generative AI, but 

generative AI’s impact on international security will be unpredictable
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What Does ChatGPT Think of You?
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What Does Google Bard Think of You?
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Examples of Westgate@Crane Results
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Examples of Westgate@Crane Results
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Contact us:
oletts@gmu.edu

nrivers2@gmu.edu

Questions?

mailto:oletts@gmu.edu
mailto:nrivers2@gmu.edu
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